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Abstract Corals nucleate and grow aragonite crystals,

organizing them into intricate skeletal structures that ulti-

mately build the world’s coral reefs. Crystallography and

chemistry have profound influence on the material prop-

erties of these skeletal building blocks, yet gaps remain in

our knowledge about coral aragonite on the atomic scale.

Across a broad diversity of shallow-water and deep-sea

scleractinian corals from vastly different environments,

coral aragonites are remarkably similar to one another,

confirming that corals exert control on the carbonate

chemistry of the calcifying space relative to the surround-

ing seawater. Nuances in coral aragonite structures relate

most closely to trace element chemistry and aragonite

saturation state, suggesting the primary controls on arag-

onite structure are ionic strength and trace element chem-

istry, with growth rate playing a secondary role. We also

show how coral aragonites are crystallographically indis-

tinguishable from synthetic abiogenic aragonite analogs

precipitated from seawater under conditions mimicking

coral calcifying fluid. In contrast, coral aragonites are

distinct from geologically formed aragonites, a synthetic

aragonite precipitated from a freshwater solution, and

mollusk aragonites. Crystallographic signatures have future

applications in understanding the material properties of

coral aragonite and predicting the persistence of coral reefs

in a rapidly changing ocean.

Keywords Aragonite � Crystallography � Geochemistry �
Biomineralization � Environmental mineralogy � Coral

skeleton

Introduction

Scleractinian coral skeletons form the framework of coral

reef ecosystems, supporting a diversity of marine organ-

isms, the livelihoods of hundreds of millions of people, and

amassing an economic value of almost one trillion dollars

(Carpenter et al. 2008; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2017). Ocean

conditions are changing rapidly as carbon dioxide emis-

sions accumulate, leading to mounting concerns that these

changes will have devastating impacts on coral reefs, with

some studies even predicting local extinctions of these

valuable ecosystems by mid-century (Carpenter et al.

2008). Scleractinian corals (henceforth referred to simply

as ‘‘corals’’) build their skeletons out of the mineral arag-

onite, a polymorph of calcium carbonate, which renders
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them vulnerable to ocean acidification and shifts in ocean

carbonate chemistry. Corals precipitate skeletons by

manipulating seawater chemistry in an extracellular space

between the base of the polyp and the top of the existing

skeleton (Cohen and McConnaughey 2003; Tambutté et al.

2011). This calcifying fluid has been measured in terms of

internal pH and internal aragonite saturation state (Xcf),

using crystal morphology (Cohen et al. 2009; Holcomb

et al. 2009), pH-sensitive dyes (Venn et al. 2011),

microsensors (Cai et al 2016; Sevilgen et al 2019), boron

isotopes (Allison et al. 2010; McCulloch et al. 2012a, b),

and Raman spectroscopy (DeCarlo et al. 2017). These

measurements all indicate that corals elevate aragonite

saturation conditions well above that of surrounding sea-

water. Several lines of evidence support that corals pre-

cipitate their skeletons from modified seawater: (1)

spherules of synthetic aragonites precipitated from seawa-

ter exhibit the same acicular crystal bundle habits (crystal

morphology) observed in coral skeletons (Cohen and

McConnaughey 2003; Cohen et al. 2009; Holcomb et al.

2009), (2) the crystal habit response of coral aragonite to

ocean acidification conditions mirrors that of synthetic

aragonites, with juvenile corals reared under low saturation

conditions precipitating blocky crystal habits that mimic

synthetic aragonites formed from lower aragonite satura-

tion states (Cohen et al. 2009), (3) coral aragonite geo-

chemistry matches that of synthetic aragonites precipitated

from seawater (Gaetani and Cohen 2006; Cohen and

Gaetani 2010), and (4) aragonite carbonate bonding envi-

ronments, as measured by Raman spectroscopy, are the

same for corals and synthetic aragonites precipitated from

seawater (DeCarlo et al. 2018). Beyond modifying the

local saturation state conditions, corals produce organic

molecules that appear to contribute to aragonite nucleation

and growth. Specifically, organic molecules have also been

found in coral skeletons (\ 1 weight % of the skeleton,

Cohen and McConnaughey 2003; Meibom et al. 2008;

Benzerara et al. 2011), providing spatial evidence of their

role in skeletal precipitation via actively templating and

inducing aragonite formation lowering the Gibbs free

energy barrier via heterogeneous nucleation (Levi et al.

1998; Cuif and Dauphin 2005; Mass et al. 2013; De Yoreo

et al. 2015; Von Euw et al. 2017). Ultimately, coral skeletal

health under climate change is dependent on the corals’

ability to control their calcifying fluid chemistry and

biomolecular templates.

The purpose of this study is to interrogate whether the

end-products of coral calcification (the aragonite crystal-

lites) produce crystallographic signatures that may indicate

aragonite formation conditions and environmental

stressors. In previous studies, crystal habits and crystallite

orientation of coral aragonites have been shown to shift

under stressful growth conditions, as determined by high-

resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Cohen

et al. 2009; Hennige et al. 2015; Foster et al. 2016; Farfan

et al. 2018), transmission electron microscopy (TEM,

Benzerara et al. 2011; Van de Locht et al. 2013), and

electron backscattered secondary electron diffraction

(EBSD, Coronado et al. 2019). However, differences in

mineral habits do not necessarily translate into differences

in crystal structure and chemistry, which largely determine

the material properties of a mineral (solubility, strength)

and can have dramatic effects on how a mineral responds to

the environment (Bischoff et al. 1985). Thus, an evaluation

of preserved crystallographic signatures in aragonite pro-

duced via different (a)biotic processes may offer insights

into the sensitivity of coral aragonite formation and skeletal

stability under environmental changes.

Previous crystallographic studies of biogenic aragonites

from mollusks (Pokroy et al. 2004, 2007; Antao 2012; Rao

et al. 2016) and some corals (Stolarski et al. 2007;

Coronado et al. 2019) determined that biogenic aragonites

have distorted unit-cell axes compared to geological (nat-

ural, abiotic) aragonites (Dickens and Bowen 1971; Caspi

et al. 2005), which have been attributed to the incorpora-

tion of biological molecules. Only recently have studies

begun to combine crystallographic data with other geo-

chemical and mineralogical measurements to suggest that

substitutions of magnesium (Mg2?) for calcium (Ca2?) in

the aragonite structure may be responsible for observed

crystalline distortions in bivalves (Roger et al. 2017). More

recent crystallographic investigations have also revealed

shifts in coral aragonite mineralogy in response to ocean

acidification conditions (Farfan et al. 2018; Coronado et al.

2019).

In the present study, we compare the crystallographic

properties of aragonites formed by a diversity of corals

spanning the shallow to deep sea and encompassing a range

of growth rates and surrounding chemical environments.

We then compare those coral aragonites to those formed by

other organisms and abiotic processes. This comparison

provides diagnostic crystallographic signatures of aragonite

source and may offer further insight into controls on coral

aragonite crystal formation. We also couple powder X-ray

diffraction data and Rietveld refinement methods with

Raman-based information about carbonate bonding envi-

ronments and trace element incorporations to investigate

controls on aragonite structural disorder. This multivariable

dataset allows for a robust investigation into the parameters

relating to crystallographic differences.
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Materials and methods

Samples

Deep-sea corals

Samples of deep-sea azooxanthellate corals (DSACs), or

‘‘cold-water’’ corals, represent a range of DSAC species,

skeletal architectures, and reef localities that were treated

with bleach to remove organics and are described by Farfan

et al. (2018) and references therein.

Shallow-water corals

In order to represent the range of possible growth envi-

ronments in shallow-water tropical zooxanthellate corals

(STZCs), we sampled STZCs from different locations with

different local seawater chemistry and species that repre-

sent an array of skeletal habits (massive, branching). Corals

and sampling sites included: Pocillopora verrocusa (Vav-

varu, Maldives, 5�25.0923 N, 73�21.07326 E; 5 m), Sty-

lopora pistillata (Nigaloo, Australia, 21�54.908 S,

113�57.424 E and 23�10.531 S, 113�45.552 E; 1.5–4.5 m),

Orbicella faveolata (Gulf of Batabano, Cuba, 21�35.468 N,

81�55.675 W, 21�36.121 N, 81�56.060 W and

21�35.0772 N, 81�35.832; 4–10 m), Montastrea cavernosa

(Gulf of Batabano, Cuba, 21�35.2158 N, 81�34.9848 W;

3–13 m), Acropora palmata (Gulf of Batabano, Cuba,

21�36.76116 N, 81�36.86952 W; 3–4.5 m), and Acropora

cervicornis (Jardines de la Reina, Cuba, 20�52.65894,

78�58.21704; 1.5 m). Three distinct colonies were sampled

for each shallow-coral species. One sample from each of

the species was treated with bleach to remove organics

(Farfan et al. 2018), while the others were powdered and

left untreated. All STZCs and DSACs samples were sub-

sampled from the coral septa, or as close to the septa as

possible, so that samples contained the newest skeletal

growth and to assure consistency across coral aragonite

samples (additional information in Supplementary Materi-

als, Extended Materials and Methods).

Other biogenic aragonites

We used a commonly utilized reference biogenic aragonite,

JCp-1 Porites sp. coral from Japan (Okai et al. 2002) in

both untreated and bleach-treated forms. It is important to

note that the JCp-1 geochemical standard is a bulk stan-

dard, making it different from the fresh samples in this

study that were sub-sampled from the newest growth along

the septa.

In order to compare our coral crystallography to other

biomineralized aragonites, we have included two untreated

mollusk nacre samples from marine environments (likely

estuarine) in Japan (Akoya pearl) and the Sea of Cortez,

Baja California, Mexico, as well as a pearl sample from an

unknown locality (MGMH-99527) in both untreated and

bleach-treated forms.

Synthetic aragonites

As a comparison to coral and other naturally formed

aragonites, we have included a suite of synthetic aragonites

(f06, g04, g09, and h01) precipitated abiogenically from

aragonite-supersaturated seawater held over a wide range

of controlled aragonite saturation states and pHs. These

synthetic aragonites were precipitated at 25 �C from

NaHCO3 and Na2CO3 solutions. Samples were precipitated

from natural, 0.2 lm filtered Vineyard Sound (MA, the

USA) seawater at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

and are described in detail in DeCarlo et al. (2015) and

Holcomb et al. (2016) and were previously measured

crystallographically (Farfan et al. 2018). Additional sam-

ples g13 and h09 precipitated at lower aragonite saturation

states (XArg) consistent with coral calcifying fluid aragonite

saturation state (Xcf) were measured with Raman

spectroscopy.

In contrast to synthetic aragonites precipitated from

seawater, we have also included a synthetic aragonite

formed from freshwater conditions by deionized water

supersaturated with respect to aragonite. This synthetic

aragonite sample is the result of a nine-month crystallo-

graphic transformation to aragonite from an unsta-

ble amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) precursor phase

which was created with 25.41% Mg at the Virginia

Polytechnic Institute in a procedure described in Blue et al.

(2017).

Geological aragonites

Natural aragonite samples, presumably formed by geo-

logical processes, were acquired from the Mineralogical

and Geological Museum, Harvard University and the Vir-

ginia Tech Geosciences Museum collections and were

collected from various localities around the globe (Table 1;

Supplementary Table 1). We assume that all aragonites

labeled as ‘‘geologically-formed’’ are formed via geologi-

cal processes without any substantial biological influence.

Additional information available in the Supplementary

Materials, Extended Materials and Methods.
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Instrumentation and analysis

X-ray diffraction

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) was conducted on a

Rigaku D/MAX Rapid II micro X-ray diffractometer with a

2D imaging plate detector in the Hansel Lab, Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution using Mo Ka radiation

(k = 0.71069 Å). Samples were run for 10 min with omega

fixed at 0� and phi rotating at 1�/s. Four sample replicates

were run for each sample. XRD image files were back-

ground-corrected (manual setting = 5) and integrated into

intensity versus 2h patterns from 3.0 to 45.0 2h degrees and

81.6337–430.00 b using 2DP software.

For the experimental setup, all samples were gently re-

ground in an agate mortar and pestle to keep methods

consistent between coral and non-coral samples. Powders

were mounted in the lollipop method on Kapton tips by

MiTeGen by using a very thin layer of mineral oil on the

tips. For more details on the X-ray diffraction methods, see

the Supplementary Materials, Extended Materials and

Methods.

Rietveld refinement analysis

Rietveld refinement analysis determined unit-cell parame-

ters by a least-squares fitting of the whole XRD pattern

against a known model structure. Rietveld refinement

analysis was performed using full-patterns from 8 to 44 2h
degrees (Mo radiation) using GSASII (Toby and Von

Dreele 2013). We used a Chebyschev polynomial to model

the background and previously reported aragonite (Antao

Table 1 Mean unit-cell parameters (± S.D.) and ranges for aragonites formed by different means (coral, synthetic, etc.) in this study, as well as

in previous studies

This study, mean ± s.d a-axis length (Å) b-axis length (Å) c-axis length (Å) Volume (Å3)

Deep-sea corals (n = 32) 4.9664 ± 0.0015 7.9719 ± 0.0017 5.7529 ± 0.0018 227.76 ± 0.18

Ranges 4.9608–4.9683 7.9689–7.9769 5.7463–5.7564 227.16–228.14

shallow-water corals (n = 20) 4.9653 ± 0.0006 7.9731 ± 0.0018 5.752 ± 0.001 227.71 ± 0.09

Ranges 4.9638–4.9673 7.9707–7.9785 5.7501–5.7549 227.52–227.97

all corals (n = 112) 4.9658 ± 0.0011 7.9728 ± 0.0017 5.7527 ± 0.0013 227.75 ± 0.12

Ranges 4.9608–4.9683 7.9689–7.9785 5.7464–5.7564 227.16–228.14

JCp-1 reference coral (n = 8) 4.9649 ± 0.0005 7.9765 ± 0.0012 5.751 ± 0.0006 227.75 ± 0.08

Ranges 4.9644–4.9657 7.9754–7.9785 5.7501–5.7523 227.66–227.89

mollusk nacre (n = 16) 4.9629 ± 0.0027 7.9659 ± 0.0025 5.75 ± 0.002 227.32 ± 0.15

Ranges 4.9583–4.9660 7.9619–7.9702 5.7475–5.7563 227.02–227.67

Seawater synthetic aragonites (n = 16) 4.9649 ± 0.0006 7.9747 ± 0.0022 5.7526 ± 0.0008 227.76 ± 0.08

Ranges 4.9635–4.9659 7.9705–7.9778 5.7514–5.7538 227.61–227.87

Freshwater synthetic aragonites (n = 4) 4.9618 ± 0.0003 7.969 ± 0.0006 5.7477 ± 0.0003 227.26 ± 0.03

Ranges 4.9616–4.9621 7.9681–7.9698 5.7473–5.7482 227.21–227.29

Geological aragonites (n = 16) 4.962 ± 0.001 7.9694 ± 0.0023 5.7438 ± 0.0014 227.13 ± 0.15

Ranges 4.9603–4.9634 7.9655–7.9735 5.7416–5.7461 226.85–227.38

Previous studies, mean ± s.d a-axis length (Å) b-axis length (Å) c-axis length (Å) Volume (Å3)

Coral aragonite studies (n = 2) 4.96504 ± 0.00005 7.9711 ± 0.0012 5.7495 ± 0.0006 227.55 ± 0.06

Ranges 4.965–4.9651 7.9699–7.9723 5.7489–5.75 227.49–227.60

Mollusk aragonite studies (n = 19) 4.9665 ± 0.008 7.9677 ± 0.013 5.7496 ± 0.0042 227.52 ± 0.76

Ranges 4.948–4.9856 7.9427–8.0103 5.7413–5.7626 225.75–229.48

All Biogenic aragonite studies (n = 23) 4.966 ± 0.0073 7.9681 ± 0.0119 5.749 ± 0.0042 227.48 ± 0.71

Ranges 4.948–4.9856 7.9427–8.0103 5.7413–5.7626 225.75–229.48

Synthetic aragonites (n = 2) 4.9613 ± 0.0007 7.9698 ± 0.0002 5.7437 ± 0.0007 227.11 ± 0.07

Ranges 4.9596–4.967 7.961–7.9703 5.7379–5.7441 226.649–227.2308

Geological studies (n = 12) 4.9622 ± 0.0021 7.9673 ± 0.0027 5.742 ± 0.0017 227.02 ± 0.16

Ranges 4.9596–4.967 7.961–7.9703 5.7379–5.7441 226.649–227.231

All individual Rietveld refinements from this study are listed in Supplementary Table 1. See Supplementary Table 2 for a compilation of values

and references for previous studies
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and Hassan 2009) and calcite (Markgaf and Reeder 1985)

as model structures. Errors in Rietveld refinements were

represented as estimated standard deviations (esd’s) and

exceeded standard deviations between sample replicates. It

is important to note that esd’s rely solely on counting

statistics of the refinement and may underestimate the true

error by up to an order of magnitude (Bish and Post 1989);

however, such larger errors would still be smaller than the

consistent crystallographic results we observed in this

study. We measured four sample replicates to portray the

range of Rietveld refinement results. For additional details

on the Rietveld refinement analysis, see the Supplementary

Materials, Extended Materials and Methods.

Raman spectroscopy

Powdered samples were measured for Raman spectroscopy

at the Centre for Microscopy, Characterisation, and Anal-

ysis (CMCA) at the University of Western Australia with a

WITec Alpha300 RA ? confocal Raman microscope

detailed in DeCarlo et al. (2017, 2018). The instrument

uses an Andor iDUS 401 CCD detector maintained at -

60 �C, and measurements were made using a 785 nm

laser, 20 9 objective with numerical aperture of 0.5, and a

1200 mm-1 grating with a * 1.2 cm-1 spectral resolu-

tion. FWHM measurements were corrected using repeated

analyses of JCp-1 as a consistency standard (FWHM of

3.52 based on DeCarlo et al. 2018). Background fluores-

cence signals from organics in the aragonite samples were

quantified at the base of the m1 peak (see interpretation of

Raman fluorescence in DeCarlo et al. 2018), which should

be sufficient for observing relative differences in fluores-

cence between samples.

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS)

Trace metal concentrations were measured using an iCAP

ICP-MS at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Samples were digested with a solution of 5% trace metal

grade nitric acid (J.T. Baker ULTREX� II Ultrapure

Reagent) with Milli-Q water and a 2 ppb In spike in trace

metal-cleaned 15 mL Falcon centrifuge tubes. The JCp-1

Porites sp. reference coral (Okai et al. 2002) was measured

alongside the other samples in this study, as a standard for

trace element to Ca ratios and to account for matrix effects,

over the course of the ICP-MS run (Hathorne et al. 2013).

Each measurement was taken as an average of ten analyt-

ical replicates. Due to limited sample quantities, only one

sample replicate was run for each sample.

Statistics

Student t-tests (equal variance) and Welch’s t-tests

(unequal variance) were run on XLSTATS to determine

whether groups of aragonites could be considered signifi-

cantly similar (p[ 0.05) or distinct (p\ 0.05) based on

crystallography and chemistry (all tests listed in the Sup-

plementary Materials). We used Levene’s tests for deter-

mining homogeneity of variances and Kolmogorov–

Smirnov tests to confirm normality of residuals. Only the

Raman background fluorescence values for the ‘‘all corals’’

group did not follow a normal distribution. Linear regres-

sions and Pearson correlations were also run on XLSTATS

and values for p, r (Pearson correlation coefficients), and r2

(coefficients of determination) for all samples and variables

are presented in the Supplementary Materials.

Results

Coral aragonite crystal structures and comparisons

to other aragonites

Crystallographic measurements taken by micro-powder

X-ray diffraction (XRD) confirm that all of the samples

measured are predominantly aragonite (Fig. 1). Some coral

samples exhibit small calcite (104) XRD peaks (Fig. 1, red

arrows), indicating up to an * 8% calcite phase contri-

bution, as determined by dual-phase Rietveld refinements

(Supplementary Table 1).

Despite the visual similarity of the XRD fingerprints,

whole-pattern Rietveld refinement analyses allow us to

determine the dimensions of the smallest possible building

block for the mineral aragonite: the unit cell. These Riet-

veld refinement results show how the length of each axis

(a, b, and c) in the aragonite unit cell contributes to the

overall unit-cell volume in a way that unveils that there are

marked differences in crystal structure between different

forms of aragonite (corals, synthetic, geologically formed)

(Table 1; Fig. 2a; Supplementary Table 1). The c-axis is

defined as the axis perpendicular to the trigonal planar

carbonate groups in the aragonite unit cell and is usually

the fastest-growing axis (Fig. 2a). Overall, we observe that

the average values for unit-cell parameters in this study fall

within the range of refinement values obtained in previous

studies, which were determined by various methods

(Table 1, Supplementary Table 2). Across all samples, the

c-axis length of the orthorhombic aragonite structure has

the most overall impact on aragonite unit-cell volume

Coral Reefs (2022) 41:19–34 23
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(Fig. 2b r2 = 0.88). Relationships of unit-cell volumes with

the a- and b-axis lengths are slightly less robust (Fig. 2b

r2 = 0.77 and r2 = 0.56, respectively).

Figure 3 illustrates how unit-cell parameters of different

aragonites compare to one another side-by-side. (Relative

shifts are illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 1.) Within the

subset of coral samples (Fig. 3, range highlighted in gray),

we observe that coral samples are crystallographically

similar to one another. Student t tests show that unit-cell

volumes, and c-axis lengths do not vary significantly

between DSACs (violet circles) and STZCs (blue squares;

Fig. 3, Table 1, see Supplementary Table 3 for all statis-

tical tests). STZCs do, however, have significantly longer

b-axis lengths than DSACs (p = 0.0009), which can be

weakly related to carbonate bonding environments (Sup-

plementary Fig. 2, see Supplementary Table 3 for t-tests

Fig. 1 Representative XRD patterns of aragonite formed by deep-sea

corals (violet), shallow-water corals (blue), mollusk nacre (green),

synthetic aragonites precipitated from seawater (red) and freshwater

(yellow), and geological processes (grays) using Mo Ka radiation

(k = 0.71069 Å). Miller indices are labeled on the HARVARD-

116162 XRD pattern, and all patterns are normalized to the (111)

peak heights. Calcite (104) peaks are highlighted with red arrows on

samples with visible calcite contents
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and 4 for linear regressions and Pearson correlations).

Compared to a previous coral aragonite study (Fig. 3, blue

‘‘x’’; Stolarski et al. 2007), our observed coral aragonite

unit-cell parameters are similar, with the exception of rel-

atively longer coral c-axis lengths.

Mollusk aragonites from marine localities and from an

unknown locality (Fig. 3, green, right-facing triangles)

have slightly smaller (p\ 0.0001) unit-cell volumes

compared to the coral aragonites. This difference is also

reflected across all three unit-cell axes.

Crystallographic similarities exist between coral arago-

nites and synthetic aragonites precipitated from aragonite-

supersaturated filtered natural seawater (Fig. 3, red trian-

gles, sample precipitation methods described in DeCarlo

et al. 2015 and Holcomb et al. 2016). Student t-tests con-

firm that coral aragonite and seawater synthetic aragonite

unit-cell parameter groups are statistically similar in unit-

cell volume and c-axis length. Yet, unit-cell parameters are

similar along all three axis lengths only for a seawater

synthetic aragonite (sample f06, represented as peach tri-

angles in figures) that was precipitated at an aragonite

Fig. 2 a Illustration of the aragonite (CaCO3) unit cell with labeled

axes, modified from Farfan et al. (2018). The illustration is not to

scale. b Shifts in overall aragonite unit-cell volume driven by

anisotropic elongations of a-, b-, and c-axes for all samples measured

in this study and for mean values compiled from previous studies.

Trend lines for simple regressions are plotted in gray dotted lines.

Error bars represent estimated standard deviations calculated by

Rietveld refinements
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Fig. 3 Unit-cell parameters for all aragonites calculated in this study

by whole-pattern Rietveld refinements are plotted to highlight the

similarities and differences between aragonites formed by different

methods (corals, synthetics, etc.). Unit-cell parameters are expressed

as a unit-cell volumes, b a-axis lengths, c b-axis lengths, and d c-axis

lengths. Light gray boxes highlight the range of values for the coral

species measured in this study, excluding outlier Balanophilia

malouensis. Error bars represent estimated standard deviations

calculated by Rietveld refinements. ‘‘X’’ markings with dashed lines

represent the averages and ranges, respectively, of unit-cell param-

eters reported in previous studies. Values are all listed in Supple-

mentary Table 1, and all values are plotted as

DParameter(Sample - GeologicalAragonite)/ParameterGeologicalAragonite in

Supplementary Fig. 1
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saturation state similar to that of coral calcifying fluid

(XArg = 11 ± 1). In contrast, significant differences in a-

and b-axis lengths are observed between coral aragonite

and the other seawater synthetic aragonites precipitated at

higher saturation states.

Coral aragonites are most crystallographically different

from geologically formed aragonites in this study (Fig. 3,

black stars) with significantly larger unit-cell volumes and

longer a-, b-, and c-axes. Coral aragonites are also crys-

tallographically distinct from a synthetic aragonite pre-

cipitated from a freshwater solution (Fig. 3, yellow

triangles). Instead, the unit-cell values of this freshwater

synthetic aragonite align closely with the geological arag-

onites measured in this study.

Raman-based carbonate bonding environments

and background fluorescence

Raman spectroscopy similarly reveals additional informa-

tion about the aragonite crystal structures by probing the

bonding environments of the trigonal planar carbonate

groups within the aragonite unit cell. Here, we focus on the

position and the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of

the dominant m1 symmetrical stretching vibrational mode

peak (Supplementary Table 5). Any shifts in the frequency

of bond vibrations (peak positions) or tilting of the trigonal

planar carbonate group (peak widths) are an indication of

structural disorder and complement our XRD-based unit-

cell measurements. The FWHM of the m1 peak is also used

to empirically derive Raman-based aragonite saturation

states of formation XArg (or Xcf for coral calcifying fluid,

DeCarlo et al. 2017). This relationship is most likely driven

by more perfect crystals nucleating and growing more

slowly from less-saturated solutions and exhibiting thinner

m1 FWHMs, versus more disordered crystals forming more

quickly from higher-saturated solutions and yielding wider

m1 FWHMs (Farfan et al. 2018).

We observe that our array of samples mostly cluster

based on formation source, with increasing unit-cell vol-

umes trending weakly with increasing m1 FWHM

(r2 = 0.27; Fig. 4a) and Raman-derived XArg (r2 = 0.15;

Fig. 4b). Based on the m1 FWHM measurements, geologi-

cal aragonites are estimated to have formed at the lowest

XArg, followed by corals, the mollusk sample, the fresh-

water synthetic sample, and finally the set of seawater

synthetic aragonites that were precipitated at higher XArg

(Fig. 4a, b). Unlike the close similarities in unit-cell

structure between coral aragonites and seawater synthetic

aragonites, carbonate bonding environments separate the

seawater aragonites precipitated at higher XArg from the

cluster of coral samples (red triangles, Fig. 4a, b). How-

ever, we do observe that sample f06 precipitated at lower

XArg clusters within the coral aragonite samples in plots of

unit-cell volume versus m1 FWHMs and Raman-derived

XArg (peach triangles, Fig. 4a, b).

In addition to carbonate bonding environments, we also

measured the relative background luminescence of our

Raman spectra (herein referred to as fluorescence, per the

nomenclature used in previous studies) as a proxy for

organic content in our samples (Von Euw et al. 2017;

DeCarlo et al. 2018). This proxy assumes that fluorescence

is primarily attributed to organics and not to other major

fluorescent impurities, and that all biomolecular com-

pounds luminesce compared to non-fluorescent, pure

aragonite. We observe significantly higher background

fluorescence Raman signals in mollusk aragonite for both

untreated and bleach-treated samples (Fig. 4c, green right-

facing triangles) compared to corals and all other forms of

aragonite.

Trace element incorporations

Across all of the samples, B/Ca (r2 = 0.47) and Sr/Ca

(r2 = 0.65) ratios positively relate to increasing unit-cell

volumes (Fig. 5a, c). In contrast, Mg/Ca ratios (r2 = 0.13)

and Ba/Ca ratios (r2 = 0.31) are weakly negatively related

to unit-cell volume and are mostly driven by exceptionally

high values measured in the freshwater synthetic aragonite

and some geological aragonites in our plots (Fig. 5b, d).

Within the subset of coral samples, crystal structure and

carbonate bonding environment signatures are separated by

STZC and DSAC groups and are strongly linearly related

to metal/Ca ratios calculated from trace element concen-

trations measurements via inductively coupled plasma

mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) analyses (Fig. 6, Supple-

mentary Fig. 3; Supplementary Table 6). We observe

strong relationships between wider m1 FWHM and

increasing Mg/Ca (r2 = 0.47), and an opposite trend with

B/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios (Fig. 6a–c). Not only are m1 FWHMs

widened by Mg incorporations, likely induced by more

disorder in the crystal structure, but we also see that the

frequency of symmetric stretching vibrations in the car-

bonate group increases, as is represented by increasing

peak positions for the m1 mode as a function of increasing

Mg/Ca ratios (Fig. 6f). Again, B/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios show

the opposite relationship as a function of m1 peak positions

(Fig. 6d, e). While the spectral resolution of the Raman

measurements limits the precision of the m1 peak position

values, the relative shifts in peak positions trend particu-

larly well with element/Ca ratios in this study

(r2 = 0.4578–0.6992).
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Discussion

Crystallographic signatures are remarkably similar

between scleractinian corals from different ocean

environments

This study is the first to perform Rietveld refinements for a

wide array of coral species and to systematically compare

these coral crystallographic signatures to a range of arag-

onites formed by other means. In doing so, we find sig-

nificant and reproducible similarities and differences

among aragonites (see Methods under X-ray diffraction and

Rietveld Analysis for justification of refinement

confidence).

One of the most notable results is that despite the wide

span of coral species and ocean environments represented

(temperatures ranging from - 2 to 35 �C, ocean depths

of * 0 to 5000 m, and seawater aragonite saturation states

(Xsw) of\ 1 to - 4, McCulloch et al. 2012b), corals make

aragonite with remarkably consistent crystal structure

parameters and chemistries, especially relative to arago-

nites formed by other means (Supplementary Table 1). This

observation supports previous research findings that scler-

actinian corals control their calcifying space carbonate

chemistry, specifically by raising their internal Xcf up

to * 8 to 25, despite living in surrounding seawater with

much lower XArg (Cohen et al. 2009; McCulloch et al.

2012a, b; Sevilgen et al. 2019).

While small differences in volume and unit-cell axis

lengths may have strong effects on the material properties

of aragonite, such as solubility, toughness, and other

material properties that could directly impact coral skeletal

health (e.g., Bischoff et al. 1983; Gutjahr et al. 1996), the

lack of change in unit-cell volume and c-axis lengths

between DSACs and STZCs suggests that the material

properties of coral aragonites are consistent between these

vastly different environments. Smaller but noticeable

trends in the b- and a-axes may still offer physicochemical

signals in coral aragonites that could be useful in delin-

eating differences in the surrounding chemical environ-

ment and/or pointing out perhaps subtle nuances in the

controls on aragonite formation by these different coral

groups (e.g., rates, trace element substitution, types of

organic templates).

We assume that crystallographic outliers, B. malouensis

and reference JCp-1, are different from the other corals due

to the abnormally high calcite content in B. malouensis

(may indicate diagenesis) and potentially by the processing

methods used on JCp-1 (extensive grinding for four days

by ball mill may have introduced enough heat to lead to

annealing, Okai et al. 2002; DeCarlo et al. 2018). We do

not observe any significant differences in crystallography

Fig. 4 Unit-cell volume of all aragonite samples as a function of

a FWHM m1 peak, b Raman-derived XArg, and c Raman background

fluorescence intensity. Error bars represent estimated standard

deviations calculated by Rietveld refinements for unit-cell volume

and standard errors for the FWHM of the v1 peak
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between untreated and bleach-treated coral aragonite

samples, with the possible exception of slightly different c-

axis lengths (Supplementary Table 3).

Coral aragonites are not crystallographically

equivalent to mollusk aragonites

Despite coral skeletons and many mollusk shells being

composed of predominantly aragonite, our crystallographic

observations suggest that not all biological aragonites

should be treated as having equivalent crystal structures.

Previous studies using mollusk aragonite as a model system

(Pokroy et al. 2004, 2007; Antao 2012; Rao et al. 2016;

Roger et al. 2017) to represent biogenic aragonite have

observed systematic crystallographic differences between

geological and biogenic aragonites and assumed that these

observations extend to coral aragonites. However, mollusk

aragonites in previous studies displayed shorter b-axes

lengths and elongated a- and c-axes compared to

geological aragonites, whereas in this study, the b-axis

lengths are more variable (Fig. 3). Still, we see significant

differences along all three axis lengths between mollusk

and coral aragonites in this study (Fig. 3, p\ 0.001).

These crystallographic differences between coral and

mollusk aragonite echo other key differences between coral

and mollusk aragonite. First, previous studies estimate that

mollusk aragonite has a 0.1–5 wt% organic content which

is 5 9 higher than estimates for coral aragonite (Gilbert

et al. 2005). Our study confirms this observation by our

background fluorescence observations as a proxy for

organic contents (Fig. 4c). Since coral aragonites have

consistently larger unit-cell volumes compared to mollusk

aragonites, but smaller organic contents, it is unlikely that

organics are responsible for crystal structure distortions in

coral aragonite, as has been suggested for mollusks (Pok-

roy et al. 2004, 2007; Gilbert et al. 2005). Second, while

changes in crystal morphology reflect growth environment

and do not necessarily indicate differences in atomic

Fig. 5 Shifts in unit-cell volume in all samples as a function of a B

calculated from 11B, b Mg calculated from 24 Mg, c Sr calculated

from 88Sr, and d Ba calculated from 138Ba. Ratios are calculated

based on metal/Ca ratios in the JCp-1 reference coral (Hathorne et al.

2013). Linear regression p values and coefficients of determination

are in Supplementary Table 4. Error bars represent estimated standard

deviations
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structure, in this case, the observed structural differences

between mollusk and coral aragonite are reflected in their

different crystal habits. Specifically, coral aragonites grow

into acicular needle-like crystals which extend along the c-

axis (Holcomb et al. 2009), whereas mollusk nacre is

composed of stacked, flat aragonite platelets that are

stunted along the c-axis (Gilbert et al. 2005).

Seawater synthetic aragonites may serve

as scleractinian coral aragonite crystallographic

analogs

While crystal structure does not necessarily reflect crystal

morphology, in this case, these crystallographic similarities

complement previous studies that have documented the

morphological and chemical similarities between coral and

seawater-precipitated synthetic aragonites, both of which

form acicular needle-like crystals (Constantz 1986; Gaetani

and Cohen 2006; Holcomb et al. 2009; DeCarlo et al.

2017, 2018). These similarities likely indicate that

physicochemical processes are guiding controls in the

formation of scleractinian coral aragonite. While corals

exert control on the saturation state conditions and likely

biomolecule mediated nucleation process, subsequent

controls on the crystal growth and aggregation appear to

operate under fundamental abiotic precipitation principles.

As the seawater synthetic aragonites were precipitated in

filtered natural seawater, the only organic carbon present

was dissolved organic carbon (DOC) that could be incor-

porated within the structure, but likely not as a templating

polymer. Further, these synthetic aragonites were not pre-

cipitated in the presence of any coral proteins that could

mediate the nucleation process.

The main caveat to using seawater synthetic aragonites

as analogs to scleractinian coral aragonite is that these

synthetics must be precipitated in environments similar to

coral calcifying fluids. Of our seawater synthetic arago-

nites, only sample f06 (XArg = 11 ± 1) represents a sce-

nario mimicking previous d11B-based and Raman-based

estimates for DSAC Xcf = 8.5–13 and STZC Xcf-

= 10.8–25 (McCulloch et al. 2012a, b; DeCarlo et al.

2017). We find that both the crystal structures and bonding

environments of coral aragonites are remarkably similar to

this sample f06 analog (p[ 0.06 for all XRD and Raman

measurements). Nevertheless, a greater number of syn-

thetic aragonites precipitated at a range of coral-relevant

XArg should be investigated in the future to confirm that

this observation extends beyond this one sample.

Fig. 6 Coral aragonite a–c m1 Raman peak FWHMs, and d–f m1 Raman peak positions as functions of B/Ca, Sr/Ca, and Mg/Ca ratios,

respectively. Error bars represent standard errors for the Raman data and estimated standard deviations for the trace element data
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While previous crystallographic studies comparing coral

aragonites to synthetic aragonites utilized freshwater

solutions (Stolarski et al. 2007; Sun et al. 2017), these

synthetics are more crystallographically similar to geo-

logically formed aragonites, making them less suit-

able analogs for studies looking to compare biological

versus abiological influences on coral aragonite. Instead,

we propose that seawater-precipitated synthetic aragonites

may provide a useful means to study coral aragonite crystal

structures and material properties under varying environ-

mental stress conditions due to the greater ease in labora-

tory preparation. Beyond this study, these crystallographic

and chemical signatures may become a useful resource in

resolving other geochemical problems, such as pinpointing

the genesis of aragonite samples from unknown origins.

Physicochemical variables and ionic strength drive

crystallographic distortions

Major crystallographic differences between aragonites are

most likely tied to ionic strength and other physicochemi-

cal variables which influence trace element incorporation

into aragonite. Across Fig. 3, we observe that the arago-

nites with the largest unit cells, particularly coral arago-

nites and seawater aragonites, were precipitated from coral

calcifying fluids and seawater solutions that have particu-

larly high ionic strengths. Considering how recent experi-

ments observed that Na from saltwater can be trapped in

aragonite spherulites (Boon et al. 2020), future studies

could explore the role of Na and salinity on aragonite unit-

cell parameters.

Of the elements we measured, higher Sr/Ca and B/Ca

ratios appear to drive the larger unit-cell volumes across all

aragonites (Fig. 5a, c), yet have narrower FWHM m1,

indicating less disorder on the carbonate bonding envi-

ronments (Fig. 6a–e). This may indicate that the position of

Sr and B incorporations in the aragonite structure is along

the c-axis direction such that these incorporations cause

distortions perpendicular to the trigonal planar carbonate

group and do not cause net disruptions along the a- and b-

axes. In contrast, Mg incorporations are known to lead to

shorter unit-cell a- and c-axis lengths in synthetic arago-

nites (also weakly seen in our study, Supplementary

Fig. 3c; Boon et al. 2020). Similarly, we only observe

weak crystal structure shifts along the a- and b-axes of the

unit cell as a function of trace element incorporations in the

coral-only subgroup (Supplementary Fig. 3). The differ-

ence in behavior between Mg and Sr incorporations in

aragonite can also be explained by extended X-ray

absorption fine structure spectroscopy (EXAFS) measure-

ments which show that metal–oxygen distances are slightly

longer for Sr and much shorter for Mg, compared to Ca-

oxygen distances (Finch and Allison 2007).

Similarities in unit cell volume and broad trace element

concentrations between coral aragonite and seawater syn-

thetic aragonite (Fig. 5) support previous studies that sug-

gest scleractinian coral skeleton trace element chemistry

reflects seawater chemistry, which has been adjusted by the

coral to favor precipitation and continued growth in the

calcifying fluid space (Holcomb et al. 2009; Gagnon et al.

2012). This strong geochemical influence is also observed

in experiments on juvenile scleractinian corals, which

when grown in Cretaceous-like ‘‘calcite sea’’ seawater with

lower Mg/Ca ratios subsequently precipitated calcite over

aragonite in the new skeletal growth (Higuchi et al. 2014).

Crystallographic nuances in coral aragonites can be

traced with trace elements

Within the coral-subgroup, strong relationships between

carbonate bonding environments in coral aragonites as a

function of trace element concentration suggest clear links

between trace element incorporations in the aragonite

crystal structures and the physicochemical conditions in

which the different corals grew (e.g., mineral saturation

state, temperature, crystal grow rate, crystal structure dis-

order; Fig. 6, Supplementary Fig. 3; Supplementary

Table 6). Our trace element incorporation results corrob-

orate previous studies using bulk trace element analyses

and isotopic (and other) proxies that reported DSACs

growing in cold, low XArg seawaters, form skeletons at

lower Xcf (McCulloch et al. 2012a, b) and contain higher

B/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios, but lower Mg/Ca ratios, than STZC

aragonite (reviewed in Cohen and Gaetani 2010). B/Ca and

Sr/Ca ratios are also known to co-vary within coral

skeletons (Hart and Cohen 1996). Considering that these

are environmental samples subjected to many variables, we

find that the trends between carbonate bonding environ-

ments and trace element incorporations are particularly

strong and have the potential to be used as independent

Raman-based (and possibly X-ray diffraction-based, Farfan

et al. 2018) mineral proxies for helping to estimate trace

elements, Xcf (DeCarlo et al. 2017), and other environ-

mental signals. Future studies should consider calibrating

Raman and X-ray diffraction-based measurements to con-

trolled aragonite precipitation experiments doped with

different trace elements.

Combining our results with previous environmental

trace element and experimental carbonate studies, we offer

the following potential causes for variable metal/Ca ratios

in these different corals. While B incorporation in arago-

nite is known to be influenced by pH, temperature, and

crystal growth rate, our observed higher B/Ca ratios in

DSACs (Fig. 6a, d) mirror the temperature dependence of

the B partition coefficients (KD) in coral aragonites from

previous studies. DSACs growing in low pH and cold
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waters (\ 12 �C) typically have a much higher estimated

boron KD values (KD 9 1000 = * 30) than STZCs

growing at higher pH and sea-surface temperatures (SST)

of[ 20 �C (KD 9 1000 = * 5 - 15, Douville et al.

2010; Mavromatis et al. 2015). Sr/Ca ratios are propor-

tional to the concentration of dissolved Sr in seawater

(Ferrier-Pagès et al. 2002) and commonly used as a tem-

perature proxy, with higher ratios indicating colder deep-

sea water conditions reflected in DSAC aragonites (Kins-

man and Holland 1969; Gaetani and Cohen 2006). In

contrast, the lower Mg/Ca ratios in DSACs are likely a

consequence of the incompatibility of the smaller ionic

radius of Mg2? in the aragonite structure (Boon et al.

2020). DSAC skeletons grow at substantially slower rates

than STZC skeletons (* 0.07–5 mm/y ver-

sus * 10–20 mm/y, Adkins et al. 2004; McCulloch et al.

2012a), presumably due to low surrounding seawater XArg

and lower temperatures (Farfan et al. 2018). If we assume

that slower skeletal growth rates reflect slower rates of

aragonite crystallization, this would result in lower crys-

talline disorder, fewer structural imperfections, and fewer

incompatible substitutions of Mg2? for Ca2? in DSAC

aragonites (Gabitov et al. 2008; DeCarlo et al. 2015;

Fig. 6c, f). Because Sr2? has a more similar-sized radius to

Ca2?, it is a more compatible substitute and observed in

higher concentrations in DSACs (Fig. 6b, e). Overall, we

suggest that growth rate plays a secondary role to local

environmental conditions because we observe distinctions

between DSAC and SZTC aragonites that span coral spe-

cies with very different morphologies in each category

(Figs. 5, 6). However, we expect that if we were to repeat

this crystallographic exercise across different microstruc-

tures of a single coral skeleton (such as rapid accretion

deposits versus thickening deposits, or centers of calcifi-

cation versus fibers), we may observe shifts in crystallo-

graphic parameters and bonding environments that mirror

the known changes in trace element chemistry across these

features (ex: Meibom et al. 2008; Allison et al. 2010;

DeCarlo et al. 2018).

By linking crystal structure and carbonate bonding

environments with trace element incorporations, we pro-

pose that these crystallographic signatures have the

potential to be used as mineral-based environmental

proxies to track environmental shifts recorded in coral

aragonite. Still, overall similarities between DSAC and

STZC aragonites suggest that scleractinian corals hold

immense control over their skeletal aragonite formation.

Supplementary InformationThe online version contains

supplementary material available at https://doi.org/10.1007/s00338-
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